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For use with Compact and Switch2 systems

A lost keyfob can be voided with a shadow card

Simple function cards are included

Choice of pack colour for using coloured zones

Keyfobs have a lifetime guarantee

Packs can be added easily

All users are valid after enrolment 

Choice of pack sizes

PROXIMITY keyfob packs

About
PROXIMITY keyfob packs are for use with PROXIMITY compact and Switch2 systems.  An intuitive ‘shadow card’ system is used for ease 
of management.  The keyfobs are supplied with a wallet for storing the shadow cards.

Installation
When installing the system the fi rst keyfob pack is added by 
presenting the Enrolment card from that pack.  Subsequent 
packs are added by presenting the original Enrolment card 
followed by the Enrolment card from the new pack.  Further 
confi guration is done using the other cards in the pack.

Door open time card: Sets the amount of time the lock is energised for.

Fail open release card: Only for use with PROXIMITY compact.  Presenting this card reverses the operation of the lock output to make 
it suitable for operating a fail open release.  Presenting this card again reverts operation to normal.

Silent operation card: Disables the sounder in the reader.  Sounder is enabled by presenting the card again.

Operation
Each keyfob is packaged with a corresponding shadow card.  Once installation of the system is complete all user cards are valid and 
ready to be issued.  To issue a keyfob, remove it from the wallet and write the name of the user on its corresponding shadow card.  
The user may now use their keyfob to gain access.  This process is repeated for all users.  If a keyfob needs to be invalidated, the 
corresponding shadow card is removed from the wallet and presented to any relevant readers on the site.  This invalidates the keyfob.

Sales code Description Retail price

820-010A PROXIMITY 10 keyfob pack amber £60.00

820-010G PROXIMITY 10 keyfob pack green £60.00

820-010R PROXIMITY 10 keyfob pack red £60.00

820-025A PROXIMITY 25 keyfob pack amber £110.00

820-025G PROXIMITY 25 keyfob pack green £110.00

820-025R PROXIMITY 25 keyfob pack red £110.00

820-050A PROXIMITY 50 keyfob pack amber £190.00

820-050G PROXIMITY 50 keyfob pack green £190.00

820-050R PROXIMITY 50 keyfob pack red £190.00

820-100A PROXIMITY 100 keyfob pack amber £350.00

820-100G PROXIMITY 100 keyfob pack green £350.00

820-100R PROXIMITY 100 keyfob pack red £350.00

Web links

http://paxton.info/3 How to program the system

http://paxton.info/74 How to use PROXIMITY Keyfob packs

http://paxton.info/62 3D visual


